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Abstract 
Experts suspect that companies spend millions of dollars on firewalls, encryption and secure access devices against  threats, 

and all in vain as none of these solutions address the weakest link in the security chain. People who work on secure 

networks with authorization are suspected of having a weak link in the security chain. Threat detection methods created by 

researchers can detect many false alarms during detection processes, and these false alarms are responsible for shutting 

down the system. The nature of traffic between communication systems is unpredictable; therefore, it is common to develop 

a stochastic model to represent such a system. This study used SPN to create models; statistical models have been 

conventionally used to analyze networks with security chains. The new stochastic Petri net formalism offers the 

enhancement of model fidelity by allowing a combination of real-time and continuous events, as well as non-Markovian 

behavior to be formalized. This allowed us to see special structures within the stochastic process produced by SPN models. 

We have applied this principle by proposing an effective simulation method that supports deadlock detection andeasy-to-

compute point estimates and confidence intervals. The method is novel because it can automatically detect hidden 

regenerative structures that do not conform to different simple conditions, and can be easily determined by analytical 

methods. 
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Introduction 
 
Before we get into Domain Name System (DNS) poisoning, let's take a look at what DNS is. DNS is the internet version of 

the Yellow pages. Back in the days of old, when you needed to find a business address, you look it up in the yellow pages. 

DNS is just like that; except you don‘t actually have to look anything up, your internet connected to your computer does that 

for you. For two computers to communicate on an Internet Protocol (IP) network, Protocol dictates that they need an IP 

address [16]. Think of an IP address like a street address- for one computer to locate another, they need to know the other 

computer‘s number. Since most humans are better at remembering names- (www.various.com), than numbers- 

(104.196.44.111), they needed a program for computers to translate names into IP addresses. The program to translate 

names into numbers and vice versa is called ―DNS‖ and computers that runs DNS are called ―DNS‖ servers.Without the 

DNS, we would have to remember the IP address of any server we wanted to connect to- no fun. 

A DNS converts a human-readable name (for example, www.geeksforgeeks.org) to a numeric IP address. The DNS system 

responses to one or more IP-addresses by which your computer connects to a website (such as geeksforgeeks.org).  The 
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domain name is resolved by a series of DNS servers. [5:19] Claimed that DNS uses cache to work efficiently so that it can 

quickly refer to DNS lookups already performed rather than performing a DNS lookup over and over again.  DNS cache 

increases the speed of the domain name resolution processes. Attackers use DNS weaknesses to gain control of the system 

and redirect users to a malicious website. A recursive server's principal task is to create and maintain a large cache of DNS 

responses. Cache poisoning aims to corrupt the answers stored in the cache, resulting in the corrupted answer being returned 

to any subsequent lookups from other clients. In Figure 1 Cache Poisoning is discussed. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: DNS Cache Poisoning 

 
What Is DNS Tunneling? 

It's been dubbed the most dangerous DNS hack by experts. DNS requests are sent over UDP (User Datagram Protocol) on 

Port 53, which is almost always open on systems, firewalls, and clients. There is no security built into this protocol. All 

cybercriminals are aware that DNS is widely used and trusted. Because DNS isn't designed for data transfer, many firms 

don't check their DNS traffic for malicious behavior, as an Information Technology (IT) specialist would know. As a result, 

a variety of DNS-based attacks can be successful when launched against corporate networks. One such assault is DNS 

tunneling. DNS tunneling attacks take advantage of this protocol to get malicious traffic past your firewall. An attacker can 

utilize DNS to avoid your network defenses and accomplish data exfiltration by leveraging malicious domains and DNS 

servers. Attackers can use DNS to set up covert channels to hide communication or get around policies set up by your 

network administrators [11:18]. Attackers take advantage of this fact by exploiting DNS requests to set up a command and 

control (C&C) channel for malware in DNS tunneling [14]. Outbound DNS traffic can exfiltrate your sensitive data or offer 

responses to the malware operator's queries, while inbound DNS traffic can deliver commands to the malware. Assume the 

DNS server is under hacker control, then they can take data from your database, such as your clients' social security 

numbers, name, address, phone, mobile, and email (see figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Showing DNS Tunneling and The Probability of it happening 

How Does DNS Tunneling Happen? 

A DNS Tunnel attack's general strategy would be as follows: The attackers buy a domain name like firstlook.com. The name 

server for the domain points to the attackers' server, which contains tunneling malware software. The attackers would next 

use malware to infect machines. These PCs would most likely be protected by the company's firewall. Infected machines are 

able to send a query to the DNS resolver since DNS requests are always allowed to pass through the firewall. The DNS 

resolver is a server that forwards IP address requests to the root server and top-level domain servers. The DNS resolver 

sends the request to the attackers' command-and-control (C&C) server, which contains the tunneling application. Through 

the DNS resolver, a connection is created between the victim machine and the attacker [28]. This tunnel can be used to 

exfiltrate data or for other nefarious purposes with ease. It is more difficult to trace the attacker's computer because there is 

no direct connection between the attacker and the victim PC. 

 

What is a Honeypot? 

Honeypot is a type of activity that allows you to collect all relevant information about an attacker's activities [2]. A 

honeypot is a one-of-a-kind security resource that is part of your organization's overall security strategy. The objective is 

that all attackers should only engage with your honeypots and not with real-world systems. Honeypots are useless if the 

attacker does not interact with them. Honeypot traps entice bad guys to attack these fictitious networks, servers, or other 

devices by containing applications and data that are identical to those found on real targets. When an attacker falls into this 

trap, the honeypot provides administrators with important information about the sort of attacker, the activity he was 

attempting, and, in some situations, even the attacker's identity. They can be employed as early warning systems, slowing 

down automated attacks and catching new exploits in order to gather intelligence on emerging threats before they harm your 

networks or vital assets. Honeypots have the advantage of being able to function as a real computer, a virtual machine, a 

complete (dummy) network, or even an application. Honeypots don't even have to be computer-based. Credit card numbers, 

Excel spreadsheets, and login and passwords are just a few examples (known as honey tokens). Honeypots come in a variety 
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of shapes and sizes (See figure 3).  The honey pot is made up of a real-time window or linux operating system that may be 

installed on a physical or virtual machine [15]. The data stream analyzer is configured to receive logs from the honeypot. In 

the Test Bed, a honey pot sensor is put in the network's active directory, where all systems connected to the network use 

active directory for system communication across the network, allowing for easy logging of all system activity. The 

malicious system calls are routed to a read data stream analyzer, which runs on a different machine and visually represents 

data streams from various sensors based on danger level. The data streams contain a system log which helps to clearly 

identify which malicious activity is going on the system. 

 

Figure 3: Honeypot deployment in a System 

How do attackers poison � DNS caches? 

Attackers can poison DNS caches by impersonating DNS name servers, making a request to a DNS resolver, and then 

forging the reply when the DNS resolver queries a name server. The diagram in figure 4 depicts the process in detail. This is 

possible because DNS servers use User Datagram Protocol (UDP) instead of TCP, and because currently there is no 

verification for DNS information [17]. The graphic here in figure 4, clearly shows how it happens. 

 

Figure 4: Shows the How Attackers Poison DNS Caches. 

UDP is the main offender in this case.DNS requests and responses employ UDP instead of TCP, which requires both 

communicating parties to execute a 'handshake' to commence communication and verify the identification of the devices. 

There's no way to know if a connection is open, if the recipient is ready to receive, or if the sender is who they claim they 

are with UDP. Because UDP is prone to forging, an attacker can send a message over UDP and forge the header data to 
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make it appear to be a response from a valid server. Because there is no way to check if the information is true and comes 

from a legitimate source, a DNS resolver accepts and caches fraudulent responses without question. 

 

The Great Firewall of China Spreads to the US IN 2010  

This isn't just a theoretical issue; it occurred on a massive scale in the real world. Blocking at the DNS level is one of the 

ways China's Great Firewall operates [29]. In 2010, an Internet service provider based outside of China made the error of 

configuring its DNS servers to retrieve data from Chinese DNS servers. The erroneous DNS records were obtained from 

China and cached on its own DNS servers. Other Internet service providers used that Internet service provider's DNS 

information on their DNS servers. The poisoned DNS records propagated until certain consumers in the United States were 

unable to access Twitter, Facebook, or YouTube through their Internet service providers in the United States. The Great 

Firewall of China had ―leaked‖ outside of its national borders, preventing people from elsewhere in the world from 

accessing these websites. This essentially functioned as a large-scale DNS poisoning attack [10]. 

 

Literature Review 
[30] Developed a reliable encryption scheme based on fractional-order chaotic systems. The substitution boxes and other 

blocks required for generating the encryption were provided with the speech encryption system. Several security studies 

were conducted, taking into account sensitivity, statistical analysis, and a variety of other factors. According to [31], audio 

file steganography can be protected using Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) techniques and hashing functions such as 

the Message Digest Algorithm (MD5), and the AES algorithm was used to encrypt the data and MD5 was used to scramble 

passwords. The MP3 file was also encoded. Decoding is done on the other end by extracting the sensitive private message 

and decrypting it to restore the original data. The limitation of this technique is that it can only be used on mp3 files with a 

homogeneous frame. While [34] used a Cuckoo search followed by other optimization techniques to encrypt mp3 data 

within an image, the steganographic method used a Cuckoo search followed by other optimization techniques. Their 

system's result was quite impressive, as the system as a whole achieved good accuracy. Despite the usage of many graphics, 

the steganographic technique was limited to solely audio files. There have been at least two complementary techniques to 

evaluating honeypot-captured cyber-attack data. Visualizing cyber-attack data, such as utilizing neural projection techniques 

to show the ports identified in honeypot data [37] is one option. The limitation of this technique is that it can only be used 

on mp3 files with a homogeneous frame. 

While [32] used a Cuckoo search followed by other optimization techniques to encrypt mp3 data within an image, the 

steganographic method used a Cuckoo search followed by other optimization techniques. Their system's result was quite 

impressive, as the system as a whole achieved good accuracy. Despite the usage of many graphics, the steganographic 

technique was limited to solely audio files. There have been at least two complementary techniques to evaluating honeypot-

captured cyber-attack data. Visualizing cyber-attack data, such as utilizing neural projection techniques to show the ports 

identified in honeypot data [12] is one option. Statistical analysis, on the other hand, is a commonly utilized method. 

Statistical analysis, on the other hand, is a commonly utilized method. In particular, our study of predicting cyberbullying 

(in terms of attack rate) should be an important step towards the ultimate goal of understanding / predicting cyber bullying. 

With regard to the use of honey jars for self-defense, we note that honeypots have been used to help detect various attacks 
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including DoS (denial-service) [26], worms [13:10], botnets [39: 40: 41], Internet messaging threats [42], production of 

attack signatures [36: 48], and targeted targeting [8]. These lessons are important, but they are orthogonal to the focus of the 

current paper. 

[22] Made a proposal for a security framework called Japonica, which has a honeypot as a viable business to detect and 

counteract unknown aggressive attacks. [21] Describe the model framework proposed by the Colored Petri Nets (CPN) to 

determine the format of exchange messages with similar messages between organizations. The results showed that the 

framework could work effectively. Apart from that, there are other activities related to Petrol nets. By combining standard 

Petri nets with ambiguous rules, a software system model called Intelligent Petri Net (PN) was proposed [23], in which the 

operating time area and system behavior could be modeled. I-PN incorporates the ability to adapt. In [4], Petri nets were 

used for a physiochemical model, which was associated with Siphon and proteins involved in the targeted detection of 

therapeutic drugs that have many components in showing pathways. [6] Petri nets have been translated to describe the 

corresponding control system. The prototyping method of the system was proposed, ruling during the polynomial period. 

However, the functions mentioned above are closely related to login access, web service firewall, Spoofing Address 

resolution Protocol (ARP) and program structure in network security. In this paper, we focus on the combination of Petri 

nets [27] and honey pot. Only in [15], a honeypot was used as part of the proposed framework, and CPN was involved, 

different from the Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN). Therefore, to our knowledge, there is no work related to both honeypot and 

SPN. Such a plan is proposed in this paper to analyze the performance of the honeypot. 

[40] Also deal with data theft on wireless networks; although their focus is on mobile ad networks deployed for military 

operations. They use the integration method to find the confusing, using IP and information of the transport topic as 

features. These methods focus on monitoring data that crosses the organization's network boundary and preventing it from 

attack like SQL injection. Their initial validation of this method in simulation works, but the flexibility requirements of the 

wiring network do not appear to be fully represented in the test environment. Identifying strange traffic on a rapidly 

changing ad-hoc network would seem to be a difficult problem for any partitioning system [33]. [41] Introduced a method 

for detecting password guessing attempts and DoS attacks by analyzing network log files using data mining techniques. The 

log file is processed and the data is recorded and stored in a file [43]. The clustering algorithm is designed and used to 

detect that certain connections occur multiple times. The connection that appears most often indicates suspicious activity. 

The main limitation of the proposed method is the lack of ability to detect attacks during operation, making the system less 

efficient. The authors do not provide job evaluation tests because a few associated factors such as acquisition rate and 

performance impacts remain unclear. 

 

Research Methodology 

Sensor Data Parser 

This module processes incoming data streams from the honeypot sensors in readable format. Data generated from the 

honeypot sensor is in the form of strings The module divides the strings into form of source IP, area IP, event name, 

username, Date, Time and many other important features are represented in readable form. After collecting all relevant 
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event data, the data is transferred to the threat analyst to identify potential Insider Threat. The threat analyzer is a separate 

module and is installed on the same server. 

 

Threat Analysis 

Threat Analyst analyzes data at three different levels. Each level is designed to filter out any false alarm opportunity. It only 

sends a notification when it can detect event activity in any of the level details specified in the algorithm below: 

Algorithm 1: False Positive Insider Threat Detection 

Step 1: If the user event function is normal there is no alarm 

Step 2: Alternatively check out a program that uses software and events, 

Step 3: When user activity is associated with software and app events there is no alarm 

Step 4: Further check system hardware changing events 

Step 5: if the hardware changes are enabled on the user then No alarm 

Step 6: Further check user rights 

Step 7: if the user edits the files according to each user's rights then No alarm 

Step 8: Alternatively raise the alarm. 

 

Fig. 6 -Three level classification of threat analyzer algorithm 
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The algorithm shown in Figure 6 is simple enough to use and works well enough to detect any false alarm generated by a 

user's system function. The division of the three levels of user system function first determines whether the event is software 

or a system-produced system previously identified in the profile training section and ignores the event. Next if any hardware 

changes occur in the system that generated the suspicious events should be analyzed and if the computer replacement events 

fall into the normal events generated by the user's behavior and become events. Finally evaluates changes to user-generated 

data. If user-adjusted data complies with given user rights then ignores those events. Any suspicious events generated by 

random sequences, read, write, network penetration, data transfer, computer hardware changes, and right changes are 

detected in real time to identify Insider Threat. The three-stage division of the sequence of the proposed threat analysis 

algorithm is shown in Figure 7. The detected Insider Threat is displayed on a web-based easy-to-use GUI accessible only to 

system administrators (shown in Figure 7). According to the diagram, SOAP specifications are made up of three parts of the 

concept: protocol concepts, encapsulation concepts, and network concepts. As a result, the data transmission protocol is 

structured in the context of web service usage. TCP Dump is an application for analyzing a network data packet with a 

visible command line. Allows the user to see TCP / IP and other export packets. In this example, the optimizer components 

are used to analyze the query within the website. Because every question has to be considered at least once [], it is used in 

this regard for decision making. 

 

Figure 7: User Friendly Web Based GUI threat analyzer algorithm 

 

Results and Discussion 

The honeypot contains a window operating system that runs on a virtual machine. The honeypot is designed to transfer logs 

to the data distribution analysis. In Test Bed, the honeypot sensor is installed in the active network directory where all 

systems are connected to the network and use the active communication interface of their system. With network, all activity 

in the system can be easily accessed. Sensor Data Parser is a module for analyzing incoming data transmission from 

honeypot sensors in readable format. The honeypot generated data is divided by the module into IP source threads, local IP, 
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event name, username, date, time and many other important features represented in a readable manner. After collecting all 

relevant event data, the data is transferred to the threat analyst to identify potential Insider Threat. The threat analyzer is a 

separate module and is installed on the same server. 

At the beginning of the trial, participants were directed to create a normal behavioral profile. Prior to the creation of 

standard user profiles, the researcher created 40 MB random references within user programs, and created 32 references in 

the system. After creating a standard profile, each participant created a different version of the modified, deleted, and 

modified files on drivers that are often inaccessible. Unusual process work can be a prelude to the fact that malicious 

application, malicious code, or any other malicious program is present in the program. As mentioned earlier, an internal 

attack on an organization can be extremely dangerous and dangerous if left unchecked. The researcher has developed a 

separate experiment that can be really helpful in finding unusual process functions such as deadlock. The following tests are 

performed after the profile section. 

 

Deadlock 

Deadlock is a situation that involves the interaction of more than one resource and processes [46]. We can visualize the 

occurrence of a deadlock as a situation where there are two people on the stairs (figure 8). One goes up the stairs while the 

other goes down. Stairs are narrow enough to accommodate one person at a time. As a result, one has to step back while the 

others move on and use the stairs. Once that person has finished, someone else can use those stairs. But here, none of the 

people are willing to go back and wait for someone else to step back. None of them can use the stairs. The people here are 

the process and the stairs are the source. If the process asks for an app hosted by another process that requires another 

application to continue, but is held by the first process, then it is called deadlock. 

 

Figure 8: Deadlock Condition 

Deadlock can occur if the following four instances hold simultaneously (Required Conditions): 1. Shared Release: Two or 

more resources cannot be shared (Only one process can be used at a time) 

2. Hold and Wait: Process holds at least one app and waits for resources. 

3. No Release: The app cannot be downloaded from the system unless the system uninstalls the app. 

4. Round Waiting: A set of processes is waiting for one round. 

Deadlock discovery: 
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In this case of Deadlock discovery, we can use an algorithm to test the cycle in the App Distribution Graph. The presence of 

a cycle on the graph is a sufficient condition for the deadlock. 

 

Figure 9: Deadlock discovery 

2. In the diagram above, resource 1 and resource 2 have the same shape. There is a cycle  

2211 PRPR 
Therefore, Deadlock is verified. 

3. If there are multiple service conditions - 

Cycle detection is required but there is not enough condition for deadlock detection, in this case, the system may be 

deadlock or may not depending on different circumstances [42]. 

Safety Algorithm / Deadlock Detection Algorithm 

The algorithm for detecting safe state condition in a system can be defined as follows: 

Algorithm steps: 

    Assume Task and Finish to be vectors of length ‗m‘ and ‗n‘ respectively. 

Get Started Task = Available for 1,...,1,0  ni  

if Request 0i , then Finish [i] = true; otherwise, Finish [i] = false. 

    Get an index i  such that both: 

    a) falseiFinish ][  

    b) Taskiquest ..Re  

    If not then go to step 4. 

    Task = Task + Allocation 

    Finish [i] = true 

    Go to step 2. 

    If Finish [ i  ] == is a false for some nii 0,  ,it means the system is in a deadlock state. 

 In addition, if Finish [i] == false, the process ip  is deadlocked. 
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For example 

 

   1. In this case, Function = [0, 0, 0] & Finish = [false, false, false, false, false] 

   2. 0i is selected as both Finish [0] = false and [0, 0, 0] <= [0, 0, 0]. 

    3. Function = [0, 0, 0] + [0, 1, 0] => [0, 1, 0] & Finish = [true, false, false, false, false]. 

   4. 2i is selected as both Finish [2] = false and [0, 0, 0] <= [0, 1, 0]. 

 5. Function = [0, 1, 0] + [3, 0, 3] => [3, 1, 3] & Finish = [true, false, true, false, false]. 

  6. 1i is selected as both Finish [1] = false and [2, 0, 2] <= [3, 1, 3]. 

  7. Function = [3, 1, 3] + [2, 0, 0] => [5, 1, 3] & Finish = [true, true, true, false, false]. 

8. 3i is selected as both Finish [3] = false and [1, 0, 0] <= [5, 1, 3]. 

 9. Function = [5, 1, 3] + [2, 1, 1] => [7, 2, 4] & Finish = [true, true, true, true, false]. 

10. 4i is selected as both Finish [4] = false and [0, 0, 2] <= [7, 2, 4]. 

   11. Function = [7, 2, 4] + [0, 0, 2] => [7, 2, 6] & Finish = [true, true, true, true, true] 

 12. Since Finish is the vector of all that is true it means that there is no deadlock in this example. 

 

Deadlock Solution 

Over the decades, Petri nets have become one of the most well-known and fully-fledged mathematical tools to deal with 

deadlock problems due to their natural properties. According to [47] Petri net process, liveness is an important aspect of 

system safeness, which implies the absence of global and local deadlock conditions in the Default System (DS). 

Livenesstesting can be done by verifying the satisfaction of certain pronouns in the siphons, a well-known structural element 

in the Petri net networks. Therefore, siphons have received a lot of attention in order to analyze and control systems 

measured by Petri nets. In particular, the theory of early siphon plays an important role in the development of Petri 

executives who force life easily, leading to a variety of deadlock control methods [44]. There are three key factors in 

assessing the performance of a life-force manager to control the system: compliance behavior, structural complexity, and 

computer complexity. Deciding how to design a highly qualified Petri manager is always a big challenge. Because the 

access graph can fully reflect the behavior of the Petri net system, accessibility graph-based policies can always find a life-

force guide with greater or greater permissions. 

Petri Net Definition 
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Petri net is a type of two-dimensional graphs consisting of three types of objects. These are the places, transitions, and 

directed arcs [45]. Directed arcs connect places to transitions or transitions to places. In its simplest form, the Petri net can 

be represented by a transition as well as an input and output place. This basic net can be used to represent various aspects of 

modeling systems. Tokens are an old concept of Petri nets over places and transitions. The presence or absence of a token in 

a location (place) may indicate whether the status associated with this location is true or false,  

 

For example 

A Petri net is formally defined as a 5-tuple N = (P, T, I, O, M0), where 

(1)  P = nppp ,...,, 21 is a finite set of places;     

(2)  T  nttt ,...,, 21 is a finite set of transitions, P ∪ T ≠ ∅, and P ∩ T = ∅; 

(3) I: P × T → N is an input function that defines directed arcs from places to transitions, where N is a set of nonnegative 

integers; 

(4) O: T × P → N is an output function that defines directed arcs from transitions to places; and 

(5) 0M : P → N is the initial marking. 

Tagging on the Petriet net is the assignment of tokens in the Petri net area. Tokens are located in the places of Petri's net [7]. 

The number and status of tokens may change during the creation of the Petri net. Tokens are used to describe the processing 

of Petri net. The Petri net graph is the structure of the Petri net as a directed multigraph for bipartite. Consistent with the 

definition of Petri nets, the Petri net graph has two types of nodes. The circle represents the location (Place); bar or box 

represents transition. Targeted (directed) arcs (arrows) link places and transitions, with other arcs directed from places to 

transitions and other arcs directed from transition to locations. An arc directed from a location ip to the transition it defines 

ip the input location of it identified as   1, ji ptI . The arc directed from the transition it to the place jp defines jp  

the output place of it , which is defined as   1, ji ptO .  If    kptI ji ,   or    kptO ji ,  then there are k-directed 

(parallel) arcs that link the location pj to the transition it (or link the transition it  to the location jp ). represented by a 

single pointed arc labeled by its quantity, or weight k. A circle contains a dot representing a place containing a token [35]. 

Example 1: A simple Petri net. 

 

Figure 10: A simple Petri net. 
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Figure 10 shows a simple Petri net. In this Petri net, we have 

 4321 ,, ppppP  ; 

 ;,, 321 tttT   

    ;4,3,2,,0,,2, 111  iforptIptI i  

    ;4,3,1....0,,..1, 222  iforptIptI i  

    ;4,2,1......0,,..1, 333  iforptIptI i  

      ;4,1......0,,...1,,..2, 13121  iforptOptOptO i  

    ;3,2,1......0,,...1, 242  iforptOptO i  

    ;3,2,1.....0,,...1, 343  iforptOptO i  

 TM 0,0,0,20   

Standard Petri Net. ―A Standard Petri Net [37] is defined by 5 − tuple (P, T, F, W, 

Mo) where; 

• P is a finite set of places 
 1 2, ,..., nP P P

 

T is a finite set of transitions   ( mttt ,...,, 21 ) 

•   
    arcsofsetaisTxPPxTF .......  

• Wis a weight function of arcs 

• Mo: is the initial marking        

 0,1,2,...

... ...

P

where

P T and p T



    
 

Stochastic Petri Net. ―A Stochastic Petri Net (SPN) [39] is defined by 6 − tuple  

 , , , , ,oP T F W M 
where

 , , , , oP T F W M
  are similar as defined in the definition of standard petri net and

   

represents the functions :T R 
which assigns rate to the transition

t T
according to the negative exponential 

distribution function‖. The emergence of Stochastic PetriNet as defined by Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC) and a 

state of a CTMC representsa single Petri Net tag. In other words, CTMC represents the Petri Net accessibility graph 

[38].The example in Figure 10,shows the definition of Stochastic Petri Net. There are a few behaviors of Petri Nets [37, 38, 

40] and some of them are described below: 

• Reachability: This property is used to study dynamic properties of the system. A marking Mk is reachable from an initial 

marking M0 if there exists a firing sequence from M0 to Mk. 

• Liveness: A live Petri Net is a deadlock free Petri Net and from any marking, there exists a firing sequence which contain 

all transitions. 
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• Reversibility: This property ensures that there will always be a way back to the initial marking Mo from all reachable 

markings commencing from Mo. 

 (Properties Boundedness, and Safeness). 

A marked PN (
, oM

) is said to be (marking) k-bounded iff each of its places is k-bounded. A 1-bounded net is called 

safe. A marked PN 
( , )oM

 is bounded if there exists
 K N

 such that 
( , )oM

  is k-bounded. A net  


 is 

structurally bounded iff Mo the marked PN (
, oM

) are k-bounded for some k 


N. 

 

 

Figure 11: The Reachability tree of Figure 10 

Performance Evaluation
  

The theoretical aspect of Petri nets allows for accurate modeling and behavioral analysis, while graphical representation of 

Petri networks enables the realization of structural changes in the system. This combination is the main reason for the 

selection of performance tests for this study. Simulation contains applications and tasks with the required skill, depending 

on the package routes. Passive monitoring which is the subject of performance testing is a way to track the performance and 

behavior of a broadcast package by measuring user traffic without creating new traffic or modifying existing traffic. This is 

used by integrating additional intelligence into network devices so that they can detect blocked processes, record features 

and the number of packets flowing through them. The IP header of the passive monitoring package contains the destination 

address of the receiving node and the source address of the sending node. The reception area sets the total (aggregate) total 

number of packets received and the current time in the corresponding header fields. The Augmented counting Algorithm 

(fig. 11) looks at the sender on the receiving package and seeks to identify any blocking. As soon as the work starts, the 
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machine is set to (not idle) and stores information. To better understand these behaviors, fig 13 shows a simplified flowchart 

from process perspective to focus on tasks and applications. 

Start

Monitoring And Visualization

Port Scan Capture Packets

Display

Log File

Flow chart for monitoring And visualization 

Context Diagram 

User Interface

Monitoring And Threat Analysis 
Software

Log File

Monitoring

Threat Analysis

User

Network

Packet Monitoring

Port Scanning

Display

Data

Selected 
Packet

Packet
Transfer

Log File

Data Flow Diagram 

 

Figure 12: Flowchart for monitoring and Visualization 
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Figure 13: Flowchart of Requests and Activities 

      Packet Monitoring Algorithms 

(A) Algorithms for Port Scanning 

Step 1:  Variable Declaration  

Declare variables for storing IP Address and host name and set them to null  

Step 2:  Input  

             2.1 Enter value of Host name (or IP Address) 

Step3:  Scanning  

 3.1 Declare variable port = 0 

 3.2 Declare initial port = value.  

 3.3 Declare final port = value.  

 3.4 Check if the port is available between initial port and final port.  

 3.5 increment port by 1  
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 3.6 Repeat step 3.4 up to final port. 

Step4:  Display  

 4.1 Display all the active ports in GUI format  

 (B) Algorithms for packet capturing  

Step 1: Obtaining the list of network interfaces  

 1.1 Create a variable array of devices 

 1.2 Detect network interfaces present in user  

 1.3 Store the above list in devices variable.  

Step 2: Displaying the list of network interfaces 

            2.1 Declare loop counter integer variable i and initialize to 0 

          2.2 While the value of i is less than the length of the array of devices, do Step 1         

2.3 Print out the name and description of the captured Network Interface.   

Step 3:  Open the network interface. 

           3.1 Declare integer variable J and initialize to  zero (J=0) 

           3.2 While J < length of array of devices, Goto Step 3.3 else Goto  

Step 3.7  

          3.3 Check if the network interface at Jth index number in devices array is     selected. If yes goto  

Step 3.6 else goto  

Step 3.4 

         3.4 J=J+1  

          3.5 Goto  

Step 3.2  

  3.6 Open the selected network interface i.e. Network Interface at Jth index, then Goto  

Step 4  

         3.7 Display that the network interface has not yet been selected by the user.  

Goto Step 8  

Step 4: Capture packets from the network interface  

         4.1 Is the menu button of stop capture packet selected? If yes goto  

Step 3.8 else goto 4.2 

            4.2 Capture the upcoming single packet from the network 

            4.3 Display the captured packet by going to Step 5 

Step 5: Display the captured packet to the user in proper GUI format.  

          5.1 Detect user' menu choice of the format in which captured packet's to be displayed 

          5.2 Analyze the packet. Display in Hexadecimal format 

           5.3 Goto Step 6 to save the packets to a temporary file 

           5.4 Go back to Step 4.1 

Step 6: Save captured packets into a file  

17 
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 6.1 Create a temporary file say  

 6.2 Save captured packets into the opened file  

 6.3 Go back to Step 5.4 

Step 7: Close all the open network interface  

 7.1 Delete the temporary file.  

7.2 Close the network interface.  

Step 8:  End 

 

This paper shows the effective siphon structure for PN analysis. This tool is very useful for finding a siphon and setting up 

an easily accessible tree, deadlock detection, and liveness of petri nets. The Petri net model as a tool helps us to take a 

deeper look at ethical and structural investigations. Table 3 shows the image representation of that collection. On the left 

side, from top to bottom is the main simulation time and at the top is the transfer protocol used (UDP), Source (IP address), 

Location (Internet address) and data size. Simulation as mentioned earlier includes Applications and Tasks. This behavior is 

used to identify the state of the system when the process is idle, separating the blocked machine. However another required 

request machine is filed and operations are performed successfully and this may result in increased packet transfer. This is 

clearly shown in the table on 06/14/2019 at 1.05.50 pm and 1.05.51 pm with data lengths of 52 packets and 78 packets 

respectively. The outlined steps conclude with the basic function of the structures that PN is a powerful and widely used 

simulation analysis strategy in which deadlock control mechanisms will be developed. 

Table 1: Shows a Graphical Representation 

 

 

Conclusion 

The petri nets method described here has allowed us to make system modeling easier and faster compared to other analytical 

methods. We have concluded from this study that honeypot techniques are very effective in reducing the risk of deadlock 
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and, in fact, have a significant effect on controlling systems against hackers. What has been presented in this article is a brief 

review of rich information in the field of petri nets. It is not possible to discuss all aspects of the field on a single page. 

Therefore, emphasis is placed on the area known as transformation zones / programs, as well as the theory of petri nets used. 

Stochastic petri nets, high quality nets and their application models deserve more space, as there is a growing interest in 

these areas. This field is new and there is still a lot of work to be done. We hope that this paper will help to mimic further 

research and development in the emerging field of petri nets. 
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